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7231 Estate Place Anglemont British Columbia
$93,000

Nestled in the heart of BC's serene landscape, this .33-acre building lot presents a unique blend of rustic

charm with an off-the-grid retreat. Partially forested with lush trees and equipped with a smooth driveway, the

property offers a tranquil hideaway from the hustle of daily life, while still ensuring easy access to vibrant

community amenities. Imagine the possibilities with an existing off-the-grid shelter that opens to a 10 x 10 sun

deck, inviting nature right to your doorstep. Get started building your home at your own pace. Whether you're

drawn to the allure of parks, the excitement of launching your boat for a day on the water, basking on pristine

beaches, or exploring scenic hiking trails, this lot places all of these within your reach. With utilities readily

available at the lot line and no imposed timeline for construction, you have the freedom to create your dream

home on your own terms. Embrace the opportunity to retreat away from the crowds yet remain connected to

everything that makes BC living exceptional. (id:6769)
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